CHOCOLATE & CHAMPAGNE
Wedding Ceremony

WE WILL NOW PERFORM THE CHOCOLATE &
C H A M P A G N E C E R E M O N Y.

v In your marriage, there will be days of great sweetness. There will be celebrations,
and sometimes tears. Both will show the depth of feeling you have towards each other.
v A marriage is like the Yin and Yang symbol illustrating the power in attaining a
balance of both principles, Yin which is dark, passive, and inward to the Yang energy,
which is active, light, outward.
v A balance of both energies is required to create a harmonious union. Like the subtle
bitter taste of chocolate, compared to the sweet effervescence of champagne, a marriage
entails embracing both the Yin and the Yang of your life’s path.

v For to truly grow both as a person
and a partner, we are required to
know both ourselves and our beloved.
v And so, to symbolize your
acceptance of this reality, today you
will share the chocolate and the
champagne, just as you will continue
to meet everything on your path
together in the years to come.

v ____ and ______take and eat this
chocolate and know that your individual
and internal journey will sometimes test
your marriage and test its strength.
v It represents internal growth and
self-knowledge leading to a strengthened
union of mutual respect.
v Know that these important individual
milestones will come, and with them, the
opportunity to deepen your marriage
bond through your self knowledge and
development.

v Now, ______and______, take and
drink this champagne. Taste in it the
expansive energy and light that will
fill your marriage with knowledge of
your beloved life’s partner.
v Savour the champagne, just as you
will savour every happiness that you
bring each other. It represents shared
laughter and aspirations.
v Delight in it, as you will delight in
your life together.

